
Juniper Green Parent Council minutes 
Monday 7th November 2016 7.15pm 
Attendees: Kirsty Cumming, Mhari Hargreaves, Ingrid Donaldson, Gillian Anderson, Marna 
Brown, Vickie McDonald,  Neil Rudram, Emma Clark, Clair Ward, Nino Baglione, Ian 
Simpson, Dani Dinwoodie 
Apologies: Anthea Grierson, Alexa Pope, Katie McKean, Philip Riches, Richard Howl, 
Colleen Macdonald, Rivan Buell 
 

1. Christmas Fair 
 

 The fair will have the same format as previously but will run for 3 hours 11am – 2pm 

  All to encourage additional helpers from our own networks 

 confirmed that there would be access on Friday afternoon to set up  

 We have decided there will be no outside stalls this time 

 P6A and P1A will have a stall  

 Nursery will have a stall 

 Ingrid to remind other class teachers as we would like to have more class stalls – 
Marna made it clear that the teachers don't have to be there on the day and she 
offered to provide craft ideas 

 Mrs Mowat has agreed to judge the Bake off and possibly J factor  

 J Factor will be split over 2 categories P1-3 11.15-12.30 andP 4-7 12.30-1.30 
Kirsty/Mhari to arrange  2x £15vouchers for class prices 

 We are looking at Tea towels printed in school colours with local businesses 
sponsors and word diagram picture 

 Kirsty is looking at mugs 

 The design a bag competition will conclude at end of this weekend bags made up 

 Wreath design has been organised 

 All coming together many thanks to Marna,, Phil and the fair organising committee! 
 

2. Parent Council Funds 
 

 We discussed priority items for our funds this year and agreed top priority is books 
for the library, followed by contribution to the sound system (subject to getting the 
right quote) then  iPads . Alexa to provide more information on iPad requirements 

 Neil confirmed we have £2,700  in the account of which £1000 is assigned to 
playground maintenance 

 We hope to raise c.£3000 from the  fair money 

 We’ve agreed to donate £2000 for books 

 We discussed the potential for extra fundraisers such as the Halloween bake sale 
which made £200 

 Ingrid explained the school had received a quote to repair the Sound system which 
was very high (c.£3000)  Neil/ Clair to speak to Helen they both have experience of 
alternative suppliers 

 
 
 



3. Donate and Dedicate a book 
 

 We explained how the scheme would work running on the two nights of parents 
evening 

 The books have already been bought so the money raised will go to buy new books 

 We also discussed asking Parents to donate books from home that were in good 
condition and on the approved lists  

 We discussed that there were lists  on the website Ingrid to forward on any 
additional lists  

 Dani and Emma offered to help Kirsty on Thursday  

 Mhari will cover Tuesday 
 

Post meeting note – this was a great  success and raised over £1300 over the two nights 
 
 

4. Event planning 
 

 The family movie night will be held on Friday 25th November 

 We agreed a price of £2 - £2.50  per ticket 

 We agreed to limit this event to P1-4s to try and ensure there weren't too many 
older kids getting bored we will do a future event for the older ones 

 We discussed next time maybe using the early release film scheme we'll need to pay 
but we'll get a newer more popular film 

 There is no  specific adult to child ratio but we agreed to encourage adults to stay 
and suggest 1 per 5 kids  

 We will tell kids to bring a cushion onesie etc… 

 Juice and popcorn will be included 

 Mhari and Kirsty to promote and make final arrangements 
 

5. Plan for library next steps 
 

 We need to get the library set up with the books on the shelves! 

 Volunteers are required during the day on  Monday 14th November 
– Dani, Kirsty, Emma are available anyone else who can help 

 We also discussed getting the Children to help in 45 mins slots  
 

6. Mentoring programme 
 

 As part of the 1 in 5 poverty actions a scheme of mentoring is being set up to match 
up pupils from the lowest income groups who might benefit from some additional 
support 

 Mentors will be matched with children after school on Monday and Friday e.g to 
support homework  

 Anthea has a date in the diary for community volunteers (ex teachers) who will be 
matched to children in our school  



 The school are still  looking for mentors typically these will not be parents to avoid 
any issues of confidentiality but we may be able to identify others who would be 
interested in the role 
 

 A meeting will take place on Monday 14th November at 3.30pm the meeting to find 
out more about it 

 
7. Yoga classes 

 

 Yoga classes will be promoted soon for children only and for families 

 Some free places will also be offered  

 A demo has been held with staff to what they could do with their classes 

 This is a mindfulness yoga which focuses on more breathing, calmness focus etc.. 

 Being run by Firefly yoga www.fireflyyogaforyouth.com for more details 

 The intention is to run in short blocks  

 More information will come out from the school  
 

8. Class Rep clarification and photos  
 

 We agreed to reach out as class reps to each year stage to give a brief overview of 
the role  

 Mhari to ask Alison to send something out to all parents to flag any objections to us 
being passed  email distribution lists for each year stage so we can  

 Kirsty has taken most of the photos and we'll get a PC notice board to display them 

 Class reps to be confirmed for P4,5 and 7 Katie, Phil and Mhari to discuss  
 
AOB 
 

 Date for next  class photos is March 2017 – ALL to canvas opinion on whether 
parents would welcome class photos every year or every other year do we want to 
that each year 

 

 Kilt feedback – The supplier School Blazer have provided a sample tartan skirts but it 
is not a kilt and priced quite high (£35). There is currently a hold on voting until we 
can try and source a more reasonably priced item. 

 

 PC to feedback on the doodle poll appointment system for parents night – main 
feedback has been that parents didn't understand why there needed to be a change 
from the old system. Nino explained that the Doodle poll is designed to work out a 
best possible schedule it's not designed just to be a first come first served booking 
tool. Mhari to speak to Helen Galway  

 

 Vicky suggested that if parents are asked to supply a Christmas crackers for 
Christmas lunches this year then it may make sense for PC to get a bulk order Clair 
has sent out a link to a Supplier for cheap cracker 

 

http://www.fireflyyogaforyouth.com/


 Photos will be taken of the nativityIngrid to speak to Kirsty Gorman to contact Asda 
the get the photos printed for free . If that's not possible we will look to the lowest 
cost for same day printing Costco seems to be the cheapest 

 

 Emma and Clair will manage the photos . The P1/2 nativity will be filmed. A 
volunteer is sought to film the nursery nativity 

 
Date of next meeting - Monday 5th December 7.15pm 


